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Abstract 
 
 
This thesis includes the GPON management system concept study and implementation work to 
translate the command line interface management mechanism to a user friendly GUI (graphic user 
interface). The original system was developed in C program with a client-server structure. The 
new system retains the same communication structure and protocol interface between the OLT 
PON card and user workstations. On the workstation side, a new GUI management client 
application is developed in Java to offer the similar functionalities as the original one, and a 
totally new graphic real-time system traffic statistics function is integrated to make it easier for 
user to monitor system traffic information in real time. 
 
The main object of this project is to study the GPON specifications, and understand GPON 
system working procedure and traffic transmission principle. On the other hand, ‘original system 
management application’ study is necessary including third party documentation reading and C 
code understanding. This study has resulted in the development of a new application in Java with 
third party user libraries and plug-ins. This new application has been tested using basic function 
tests executed in the GPON lab environment.  
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 

The telecommunication industry never stops progressing. BPON (Broadband Passive Optical 
Network) and EPON (Ethernet Passive Optical Network) have been deployed on a large scale in 
many networks around the world. GPON (Gigabit Passive Optical Network) standard was 
developed with a frame format that can transmit variable length packets efficiently at gigabit per 
second rates. As a versatile standard, GPON has higher transmission speed than BPON 
and EPON. 
 
Currently, Ericsson EDA1500 GPON system offers a total bandwidth of 2.5Gbps downstream 
and 1.25Gbps upstream for each port. At Ericsson Research, the FTTx project is focusing on the 
next generations of optical network access solutions. The 10G GPON system is part of this 
project which could increase the downstream rate to 10Gbps and the upstream rate to 2.5Gbps. 
 
As the first phase of this project, ATCA (advanced telecommunication computing architecture) 
based the 10G GPON system will be set up by Ericsson Research in cooperation with a partner   
research institute. It will support 10Gbps downstream and 1.25Gbps for upstream for 32 ONTs 
with the static bandwidth allocation mode implemented as well. In the second phase, MicroTCA 
based 10G GPON system will be developed to support 10Gbps downstream and 2.5Gbps 
upstream for 128 ONTs with dynamic bandwidth allocation mode. 
 

1.2 Objectives 

The Goal of this thesis is to make a thorough study of 984.x GPON technical specifications, 
especially concerning system management and control. Furthermore improvements of the 
management tools of the first phase GPON system will be carried out, including system 
configuration and graphic statistic functions. 

1.3 Disposition 

This thesis work has been done in four phases: 
 GPON standard study including management concept 
 10G GPON original system management understanding 
 10G GPON system management tools development 
 Future tools implementation discussion 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 

Before this thesis project launched, a command-line based management framework had been 
developed by Ericsson research to configure the 10G GPON system. My contribution in the 
project is a new GUI based application which has not only the same functionalities as the 
command-line based framework, but also a new graphic statistics function to make it possible for 
users to get the real-time traffic performance report from GPON protocol perspective. A pre-study 
of GPON specifications and command-line based framework had been done before the 
implementation. 
 
To help the reader understand this thesis, the skeleton of the thesis is listed as the follows: 
 
 

 Chapter 1, Introduction is a presentation of this master thesis project and it gives the 
background, the problems to be solved and a description of the work process. 

 
 Chapter 2, GPON specification introduction which gives the GPON system architecture 

description, introduces the GPON system protocol stack with a comparison with the OSI 7 
layer model. The GPON traffic transmission and downstream/upstream data format are 
explained as well.  

 
 Chapter 3, GPON management introduction gives detailed explanations on management 

related message in GPON control plane including Embedded OAM, PLOAM and OMCI. 
 

 Chapter 4, in this chapter, the original GPON management system is introduced including 
system structure, functionalities and communication interface. On the other hand, the new 
management application development principle and other detailed information are described 
as well.  

 
 Chapter 5, future work solutions are discussed in this chapter. Two possible trends are 

briefly introduced: socket mode communication and web services communication.  
 
Appendices In this part, the appendices and references are included. 
 

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&pwst=1&sa=X&oi=spell&resnum=0&ct=result&cd=1&q=comparaison&spell=1
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Chapter 2 
 
GPON Specification 
2.1 System Architecture 

This section indicates the details of GPON specification 984.3. GPON systems are formed by an 
OLT (Optical Line Termination) and multiple ONUs (Optical Network Unit) or ONTs (Optical 
Network Termination) interconnecting with an ODN (Optical Distribution Network). Thus, there 
is a one-to-many relationship between the OLT and the ONU/ONTs respectively [1]. 
 
 

Service 
Networks 

OLT 

User 
Network

User 
Network

User 
Network

ONU1

ONT2

ONT3

GPON Section

Splitter

ODN

NT 

 
Figure 1 GPON System Structure 

 

2.1.1 Optical Line Termination (OLT) 

OLT is required to connect the service network and PON section. It uses standardized interfaces 
for the service network side and optical access interfaces for the optical network side. 
 
The major functions of OLT are:  
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 Message format translation from service network interface to GPON internal frame interface 
(GTC frame);  

 ONU management including ONU registration, power level adjustment and other parameter 
modification; 

 Media access control including transmission time delay calculation, bandwidth allocation etc;  
 Downstream and upstream framing control. 

 

2.1.2 Optical Network Unit (ONU) and Optical Network Terminal (ONT) 

ONU is placed as the subscriber neighbourhood for terminating the optical fibre transmission and 
converting the signals to electrical ones over metallic line to subscribers [3]. The signals will be 
adapted to user traffic through Network Terminal (NT).  
 
The major functions of ONU are:  

 Message format translation from user network interface to GPON internal frame interface 
(GTC frame);  

 Downstream and upstream framing control in GPON section. 
 
An optical network terminal (ONT) combines the functions of the ONU and NT in a single unit. 
In this case, there is no external connection between the ONU and NT functions. This is the most 
common terminal type for single family homes and small businesses. 
 

2.1.3 Optical Distribution Network (ODN) 

ODN is the component which connects an OLT to many ONU/ONTs by passive optical device 
[3]. One or more optical splitters are found in the ODN to make the optical signals either 
distributed or aggregated.  
 

2.1.4 Service Networks and User Networks 

Service Networks are of several types: IP network, ATM network, Frame Relay network etc., for 
different services or with various transmission media. Since different networks have various 
interfaces, an OLT maps them to GTC frames which can be transferred through the GPON 
section to ONUs. From the services and user networks point of view, the GPON system is 
transparent because nothing has been changed on the user traffic data in the GPON section. 
During the data transmission in the GPON section, the traffic will be encapsulated in the GTC 
frame. However, the GTC related header will be removed as soon as the traffic data leaves the 
GPON section to perform a transparent transport. 
 

2.2 Protocol Stack 

Compared to the OSI model, GPON protocol stack can be also defined as 7 layers. Corresponding 
to the physical layer and data link layer in the OSI model, GPON protocol stack has a physical 
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Bandwidth Allocation because information of Embedded OAM is contained in GTC frame header 

media dependent layer (PMD layer) and a GPON transmission convergence layer(GTC layer) 
which have similar functions as the corresponding layers in the OSI model. The stack comparison 
can be found in figure 2 below. 
 

Application Layer 

Presentation Layer 

Session Layer 

Transport Layer 

Network Layer 

Data Link Layer 

Phycial Layer 

Application Layer 

Presentation Layer 

Session Layer 

Transport Layer 

Network Layer 

 

Physical Media dependent Layer (PMD) 

GTC Layer 

GEM Frame 

Ethernet T1/E1 

 
 
 

Frame Relay 
Protocol Stack 

 
Figure 2 GPON Protocol Stack 

 
The PMD layer is responsible for physical transmission related functions to control the signal, 
medium, direction, power level, jitter performance, maximum physical reach and so on.  
 
The GTC layer performs media access control and ONU registration. Not only does it contain the 
similar functions as Link Layer in the OSI model, but also it can handle the registration of ONU 
according to the user configuration. In the GTC layer, GPON Encapsulate Method (GEM) is used 
for carrying the user Ethernet traffic data though the GPON section. In the current lab 
environment, only Ethernet traffic can be transmitted. Related address information will be added 
in the header during traffic transmission in the GPON section in order to make sure that every 
user traffic packet arrives at the correct destination. 
 
Upon the GTC layer, the rest of layers are the same as the OSI model which includes network 
layer, transport layer, session layer, presentation layer and application layer. These layers will 
also be encapsulated in the GEM frame without modification. 
 
GTC Architecture Overview 
The GPON transmission convergence (GTC) layer architecture implements the GPON 
control/management plane and user traffic plane. From the protocol point of view, it can be 
divided into TC framing sub-layer and TC adaptation sub-layer. 
 
In the TC framing sub-layer, ATM partition, GEM partition, Embedded OAM and PLOAM 
partitions are recognized according to these locations in a GTC frame. Only Embedded OAM is 
terminated at this layer which handles the Bandwidth granting, Key switching and Dynamic 
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t TC adaptation sub-layer, Service Data Unit (SDU) in ATM and GEM partitions will be 

mbedded OAM, PLOAM and OMCI are categorized into control/management traffic plane 

directly and easy to be reached when unpacking a frame. PLOAM information is processed at a 
special PLOAM block functioning as a client of this sub-layer so that PLOAM message sending 
is easy to control by a specific process [3]. 
 
A
converted from/to conventional Protocol Data Unit (PDU). OMCI information can be recognized 
from these partitions and sent to OMCI entity through OMCI channel [3].  
 
E
while PDUs on ATM and GEM partition except for OMCI are considered as a user plane. 
 

 
Figure 3 GTC layer Protocol Stack [5] 

 
ontrol plane: 

management plane in the GTC system consists of three parts: embedded OAM, 

ser plane: 
n the User traffic plane is identified by traffic type (ATM or GEM mode) and the 

uring the data transmission, a frame always contains the user plane and control plane together. 

C
The control and 
PLOAM and OMCI. This thesis work considers this plane. In the control plane, some PMD 
(Physical Media Dependent) and GTC layer functions are accomplished containing media access 
control flow, ONU/ONT registration and so on. OMCI also takes care of management for the 
ONU/ONTs like configuration management, fault management, performance management and 
security management. 
 
U
Traffic flow i
Port-ID or VPI. In our case, only GEM mode has been implemented which means that only 12-
bits Port-ID is used to recognize user downstream traffic. For the user upstream traffic, Alloc-ID 
is used in the GTC frame to find the destination of the packet. 
 
D
On the OLT/ONT sides, the outgoing packet will be packed with the user plane and the control 
plane, whereas the arriving packet will be split into the user plane and the control plane. The user 
plane will be transmitted to the user side outside the GPON section, and the control plane will be 
analyzed as embedded OAM, PLOAM and OMCI information. The corresponding system 
management action will be executed according to the control plane information. Control plane 
related field will be terminated in the OLT or ONT sides.  
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2.3 GPON Traffic Transmission 

Two traffic transmission directions are discussed in this section: downstream and upstream. In the 
downstream direction, ONUs receive the same transmitted packet in which only part of the packet 
belongs to the specific ONU. In the upstream direction, all ONUs share the same transmission 
frame to send messages to the OLT according to the bandwidth allocation policy scheduled by the 
OLT in advance.     
 

2.3.1 Downstream transmission 

 
When there are packets needed to be transmitted from the Service Network to the User Network 
through the GPON section, downstream transmission happens in the GPON section shown in 
Figure 4 below: 
 

Service 
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User 
Network 

User 
Network 

User 
Network 

ONU1

ONU2

ONU3

Splitter

1 2 3

1 

2 

3 

1 2 3

1 2 3

1 2 3

 
Figure 4 Downstream Transmission in GPON section 

 
The transmission for the Ethernet traffic can be described with the following steps: 
 

• The OLT receives the Ethernet traffic from Service Network and checks the destination 
MAC address. 

• The OLT checks the lookup table to get related Port-ID according to the MAC address. 
• The OLT encapsulates the traffic to a GEM frame by adding the GEM header that 

includes the Port-ID and other necessary fields. At the same time, the OMCI message 
might be included in the GEM header as well. 

• The OLT packs several GEM frames together. 
• The OLT appends these GEM frames to the PCBd field that has related a control plane 

message, upstream bandwidth allocation map and other frame control fields. All this 
information constructs a GTC frame. 

• The OLT broadcasts the GTC frame to ONUs. 
• The ONU receives the GTC frame from OLT. 
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• The ONU analysis the PCBd field to check data integration, read the PLOAM information 
and upstream bandwidth allocation map. Related system management action should be 
done in the ONU side according to the PLOAM information. 

• The ONU gets GEM frames by getting rid of the PCBd. It can find one or more frames 
belonging to itself by checking the Port-ID field in GEM header. At the same time, the 
OMCI message that is encapsulated in the GEM header can be read by the ONU. 
Correspondingly, a related system management action will be carried out at the ONU. 

• Finally, the ONU gets the GEM payload which is the Ethernet traffic. It will send the 
Ethernet traffic to the intended user network. 

    

2.3.2 Upstream transmission 

 
When there are packets needed to be transmitted from the User Network to the Service Network 
through GPON section, upstream transmission happens in the GPON section shown as below: 
 

Service 
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User 
Network 

User 
Network 

User 
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Splitter
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1 
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1

 
Figure 5 Upstream Transmission in GPON section 

 
The transmission for the Ethernet traffic can be described with the following steps: 
 

• The ONU gets Ethernet traffic from the User Network 
• The ONU check the bandwidth allocation map which is contained in PCBd field from a 

previous downstream. According to the T-CONT and allocation map, the ONU knows 
how much bandwidth has been allocated to it and related time-slots.  

• The ONU should pack the Ethernet traffic into GEM payload and add the necessary GEM 
header. If the OMCI message needs to be transmitted from ONU to OLT, it will be 
encapsulate in the GEM header. 

• The ONU attaches the PLOu field which is mandatory. PLOAMu, PLSu and DBRu fields 
might be attached as well according to the different requirements including sending the 
PLOAM response, power level related information and dynamic bandwidth report 
information. 

• The ONU sends the packed frame to the splitter. All these ONU frames will be packed 
into an upstream frame and transmitted to the OLT side. 
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• When the OLT gets this frame, it will split the frame to several units according to the 
ONU-ID in the PLOu fields. OLT will check the PLOAMu, PLSu and DBRu fields and 
send a response if necessary. 

• The OLT gets the GEM frames, checks the OMCI messages in the GEM headers and 
updates the related managed entities if needed. 

• The OLT checks the lookup table to get related destination MAC address according to the 
Alloc-ID. 

• Finally, the OLT gets the GEM payloads which are Ethernet frames from the User 
Networks. The Ethernet frames will be transmitted to the Service Network according to 
the destination address.  

 

2.3.3 Bandwidth Allocation 

 
Bandwidth Allocation is essential during the upstream transmission. Two kind of bandwidth 
allocation method can be used in the GPON system: SBA (Static Bandwidth Allocation) and 
DBA (Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation). Bandwidth allocation related information will be 
exchanged both in downstream direction and upstream direction. The basic unit for bandwidth 
allocation is the T-CONT which is identified by the Alloc-ID. Each T-CONT has its own 
bandwidth allocation configuration. 
 
In the SBA mode, bandwidth allocation related information known as US BW Map will be sent in 
the PCBd field in the downstream direction. Every time when the system administrator wants to 
adjust the upstream bandwidth allocation schedule, changed parameters will be set according to 
the requirement, otherwise US BW Map will keep the same during the downstream transmission. 
The new allocation message will be sent with next out going GTC frame to the ONUs. 
 
In the DBA mode, US BW Map is still used for sending the bandwidth allocation to the ONUs in 
the downstream frame. However, there is no manually bandwidth allocation set up any more after 
the initial setup by administrator. OLT can allocate the bandwidth dynamically by getting ONU 
traffic transmission status in a real time. It is more useful than SBA mode since the bandwidth can 
be used efficiently. Two methods can perform the ONU traffic status exchange between OLT and 
ONUs: Status Reporting and Non Status Reporting DBA. 
 
Non Status Reporting DBA: All OLTs provide traffic monitoring DBA. The OLT monitors the 
incoming traffic from ONUs and computes the US BW Map by this traffic information. No extra 
information and protocol are needed to realize this kind of DBA [3]. 
 
Status Reporting DBA: OLT can obtain the congestion status from ONUs and compute the US 
BW Map correspondingly. This is done by the fast traffic status information carried in the PLOu 
field, the piggy-back DNA report or the whole ONU DBA report. 

2.4 Transmission Format 

An OLT can support one or more ONUs. ONU-ID is used to identify an ONU. The GTC frame 
has different structures according to downstream and upstream. The transmission methods are 
different:  
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In the downstream direction, every ONU will receive a whole frame that contains the messages 
for all included ONUs from the OLT side. An ONU will just unpack the part which belongs to 
itself according to the Port-ID. 
 
In the upstream direction, all ONUs share a frame but in different time slots, which are allocated 
by the OLT in the downstream messages. Bandwidth allocation for upstream is identified by the 
Alloc-ID which means OLT will allocate the time-slots according to the Alloc-ID. Details will be 
discussed later on. 
 

 
Figure 6 Multiplexing in GEM service [3] 

 
In figure 6 above, ONU-ID, Alloc-ID and Port-ID are used for identifying the ONU, T-CONT and 
Port. In the Downstream transmission, since the ONUs share one downstream message at a time, 
Port-ID is used for identifying the specific part to a particular ONU. In the Upstream transmission, 
Alloc-ID is used for upstream bandwidth allocation. 
 
ONU-ID is used for ONU management in PLOAM messages. Every ONU must have one ONU-
ID and one or more Alloc-ID and Port-id corresponding to the upstream and downstream traffic. 
 

2.4.1 Downstream Frame 

 
The downstream frame consists of the physical control block downstream (PCBd) and the 
payload which contains the ATM partition or the GEM partition. An OLT broadcasts downstream 
to make sure that every ONU will receive the same downstream traffic.  
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After receiving the downstream, every ONU will unpack the PCBd block to get the related 
information, for example PLOAMd information or upstream bandwidth allocation information; 
for the payload block, the ONU will unpack its own payload part according to the Port-ID area.  
 

PCBd Payload

Psync 
4 bytes 

Ident 
4 bytes 

PLOAMd 
13 bytes 

BIP 
1 bytes 

Plend 
4 bytes 

Plend 
4 bytes 

US BW Map 
N * 8 bytes 

Ethernet over GEM sections
 

GEM hearder 

 
 

Figure 7 GPON Downstream Frame [3] 
 
PCBd (Physical Control Block downstream):   
 
Field Name Functionality 

PSync To state the beginning of a downstream frame 
Ident To provide error tolerance, including superframe counter and FEC 

PLOAMd To send physical layer operation, administration and management message 
BIP To check link errors by bit-interleaved parity 

Plend To specify the length of the Bandwidth map and the ATM partition 
Plend To be sent twice for error robustness 

US BW Map To indicate the upstream bandwidth allocation map 
Table 1 PCBd Fields 

 
US BW Map: 
US BW Map field is used for allocating the upstream bandwidth for ONUs. It contains several 8 
byte entries, each representing a bandwidth allocation Alloc-ID belonging to one T-CONT.  
 
In the static bandwidth allocation mode, an updated US BW Map is transmitted in the next 
downstream frame after the administrator modifies the allocation policy. If the policy remains 
unchanged, the same US BW Map is sent in downstream frame. In dynamic bandwidth allocation 
mode, US BW Map is transmitted in every downstream frame from the OLT to ONTs in order 
that ONTs can get bandwidth allocation dynamically. 
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US BW Map 
N * 8 bytes 

Alloc-ID 
12 bits 

Flags 
12 bits 

Sstart 
2 bytes 

Sstop 
2 bytes 

CRC 
8 bit 

Access 1 
8 bytes 

Access 2 
8 bytes 

....... Access N 
8 bytes 

 
              Figure 8 Upstream Bandwidth Allocation Map [3] 

 
Field Name Functionality 

Alloc-ID The Allocation ID field contains the 12-bit number that indicates the particular T-
CONT that is being granted time on the upstream of the PON. 

Flags To indications on how the allocation shall be used 
Sstart 16-bit number that indicates the starting time of the allocation 
Sstop 16-bit number that indicates the stopping time of the allocation 
CRC To protect the data integration 

Table 2 US BW Map Fields 
 
Downstream Payload 
 

Payload

Ethernet over GEM sections
 

GEM hearder 

PLI 
12 bits 

Port ID 
12 bits

PTI 
3 bits

HEC 
13 bits

 
Figure 9 GPON Downstream Payload [3] 

 
 
 
GEM header and GEM sections are contained in the downstream payload:  
 

 GEM header is used for providing necessary information of following payload in GEM 
section.  

 GEM section is used for carrying the user traffic which is an Ethernet fragment. 
 
In the payload, one or more GEM headers and GEM sections are transmitted to different ONUs. 
The Port-ID in the GEM header is used for GEM traffic identification of the downstream 
transmission. 
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Field Name Functionality 
PLI To state the length of the following payload 

Port-ID To indicate Port-ID which to identify the payload destination 
PTI To indicate the content type of the fragment payload and its appropriate 

treatment 
HEC To provide error detection and correction function. 

Fragment payload Ethernet fragment is carried in the GEM section 
Table 3 Downstream Payload Fields 

  

2.4.2 Upstream Frame 

 

PLOu PLOAMu 
13 bytes 

PLSu 
120 bytes 

DBRu X 
2,3,5  bytes 

Payload X 
 

 
Figure 10 GPON Upstream Frame Unit 

 
 
In the Upstream transmission, the frame contains one or more transmission units which are 
showed in Figure 10. Every unit carries PLOu and Payload fields. PLOAMu, PLSu and DBRu are 
only transmitted when needed. When receiving the upstream message, the OLT will unpack the 
frame by the ONU-ID in order to know the destination of the message. The following actions will 
be executed at the OLT side: 
 
a. Analyses the PLOAMu field and carries out management action accordingly. 
b. Initializes or changes the power mode of the ONU transmitter according to the PLSu field, 

which contains the power control measurement report. 
c. Allocates an upstream bandwidth dynamically  in accordance to the Dynamic Bandwidth 

Report in the DBRu field if the DBA mode is running 
d. Directs the upstream payload to corresponding receivers. 
 
Field Name Functionality 

PLOu physical layer overhead, to tell OLT remain the connectivity with ONU 
PLOAMu To transmit the operation and management message from ONU to OLT 

PLSu Is used for power control measurements by the ONU 
DBRu Dynamic Bandwidth Report upstream, it contains traffic status of a T-CONT 

Payload To transmit the upstream payload 
Table 4 Downstream Payload Fields 
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Chapter 3 
 
GPON Management Introduction 
 
In GPON, the management mechanism includes embedded OAM, PLOAM and OMCI. All of 
these management messages’ exchanges happen in the control plane in both transmission 
directions. This section indicates the details of GPON specifications 984.3 and 984.4. 

3.1 Embedded OAM 

Embedded OAM is used for three functions in system management: bandwidth granting, 
downstream encryption key switching and dynamic bandwidth allocation. It is contained in the 
header of the GTC frame. 

3.2 Physical Layer OAM (PLOAM) 

PLOAM messages are used for implementing the system management functionalities. They are 
included in both downstream and upstream traffic directions. In the downstream direction, 
PLOAM is encapsulated in the PCBd field in the GTC layer. However, in the upstream direction, 
PLOAM is contained in the header of GTC frame. It includes the following fields: 
 

ONUID 
1 byte 

Msg ID 
1 byte 

Message 
10 bytes 

CRC 
1 byte 

 
Figure 11 PLOAM Format 

 
Field Name Functionality 

ONUID To identify which ONU should read this message. The value 0xff is for 
broadcasting all ONUs.  

Msg ID To indicate the type of the message 
Message The payload of the OAM messages 

CRC Frame Check Sequence 
Table 5 PLOAM fields 

 
PLOAMd: 
In the downstream direction, PLOAMd is included in the PCBd field. It is used for system 
management and control, ranging, alerts exchange and ONU activation. 
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Ranging is used for ONUs to transmit the frame at the correct time. To calculate a delay between 
ONU transmissions and OLT reception, an equalization-delay is needed. Ranging related 
messages will then be exchanged by using the PLOAM field. 
 
When there is a new ONU instructed in the GPON system, ONU activation is needed. Related 
information is transmitted including the allocated ONU-ID, serial number, encryption key, Port-
ID, preamble and delimiter information.  
 
PLOAMu:  
In the upstream direction, PLOAMu is an optional field included in the GTC frame. It appears 
only when a management message exchange is needed. PLOAMu has ranging and activating 
functions for ONUs corresponding to PLOAMd. 
 

3.3 ONT management and control interface (OMCI) 

OMCI is used for ONT management and control. A specific channel called ONT Management 
and Control Channel takes responsibility to transmit the OMCI message between the OLT and 
ONT/ONUs. Normally, the traffic in this channel has the highest priority in the transmission. 
OMCI messages run in the GEM mode which connects the OLT and ONTs in the master-slave 
form. On the OLT side, several master entities exist to keep controlling multiple slave entities on 
various ONTs. MIB is used for arranging the entity information and storing the management 
records. OMCI makes it possible to configure and monitor all ONTs on the OLT side. 
 

3.3.1 OMCI requirement  

 
According to the specification, OMCI includes the following areas: 
 
Configuration management 
Configuration management provides the functions to make basic configurations, including system 
reboot and self-test, equipment control, network interfaces and ports configuration as well as 
transmission profile management. 
 
Fault management 
ONTs provide limited fault management functions with the alarm tables. Related information will 
be transmitted when a unit fault happens. Fault management is included in the solution since 
alarm reporting is very important for a live service system. 
 
A distributed alarm system is used in the GPON system. When an alarm occurs, a related report is 
transmitted from the ONT to the OLT via an OMCI message, so that the administrator can 
monitor all the alarm information on the server side immediately. The OLT collects alarm 
information from all the ONTs in real time by OMCI fault management function to make 
monitoring work easier and more efficient. 
 
Performance management 
Similar to fault management, ONT system performance information can be collected by the OLT 
remotely. Data traffic performance and history information of different services can be monitored: 
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• AAL1, AAL2, AAL5, VC and VP can be monitored in ATM mode; 
• GPON encapsulated method traffic is monitored in GEM mode; 
• Link layer, network layer and application layer are monitored in Ethernet traffic. 

 
Security management 
Security management can be invoked to implement downstream encryption and password 
protection. Because every downstream message will be shared by all ONTs, encryption is 
necessary for protecting private information. 
 

3.3.2 MIB description 

MIB is used for managing the entity information so that all information can be collected and 
stored in OLT side in real time. MIB will be synchronized in a real-time between OLT and ONTs 
sides in order that OLT always keeps the updated information. 
  
Five kinds of MIB functions can be concluded as follows:   
 
• ONT equipment management 
ONT equipment management should be provided. It includes ONT/ONU equipment/unit/line card 
information management, system reboot, and self-tests. 
 
• ANI (Access Node Interface) management 
ANI management is established for supervising PON interface related managed entities and 
attributes. It helps PLOAM messages in more efficient access node interface management. 
 
• UNI (User Network Interface) management 
UNI management controls all the managed entities which are related with user network interfaces 
supported by the GEM services. 
 
• connection management 
Connection management manages all the connection oriented managed entities.  
 
• traffic management 
To monitor the traffic statistics and counters, traffic management is used to manage the traffic 
status and history related managed entities. 
 
For MIB related attributes on the ONT side, OLT is offered the following cases: 
 

Cases Explanation 
R On the installation of the managed entity, the ONT sets the attribute as a 

default value. The attribute is read-only for the OLT. OLT will get 
notification when the value is changed 

W On the installation of the managed entity, the ONT sets the attribute as a 
default value. The attribute is write-only for the OLT. OLT will get 

notification when the value is changed 
RW On the installation of the managed entity, the ONT sets the attribute as a 

default value. The attribute can be read or written by the OLT. OLT will get 
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notification when the value is changed 
R, Set-by-Create On the installation of the managed entity, the ONT sets the attribute by a 

create command. The attribute is read-only for the OLT. OLT will get 
notification when the value is changed 

W, Set-by-Create On the installation of the managed entity, the ONT sets the attribute by a 
create command. The attribute is write-only for the OLT. OLT will get 

notification when the value is changed 
RW, Set-by-Create On the installation of the managed entity, the ONT sets the attribute by a 

create command. The attribute can be read or written by the OLT. OLT will 
get notification when the value is changed 

Table 6 OLT offered cases for MIB 
 
Correspondingly, the following actions and notifications are included for various attributes: 
 

Actions Explanation 
Get Get one or more attributes 
Set Set one or more attributes 

Create Create an instance of this managed entity 
Delete Delete an instance of this managed entity 
Reboot Reboot system or specific unit or card 

Test Test system or specific unit or card 
Get current data This action returns the current values of one or more actual counters 

which are used for real time system monitoring 
Table 7 OLT actions for attributes 

 
Notifications Explanation 

Attribute value change Report attribute value change of specific managed entity 
Alarm Report alarm to the managed system 

Test result As the response of ‘Test’ action, it notify the test result to the 
managed system 

Threshold Crossing Alert Notify the management system when a threshold crossing alert is 
detected or cleared 

Table 8 OLT notifications for attributes 
 

3.3.3 OMCI message transmission 

 
OMCI can be transmitted either in ATM mode or GEM mode. The OMCI primitive data units are 
48-bytes in length, which are encapsulated in GEM frame. 

Transaction 
correlation 
identifier 
2 bytes 

 

GEM 
hearder 
5 bytes 

Message 
type 

1 bytes 
 

Device 
Identifier 
1 bytes 

 

Message 
identifier 
4 bytes 

 

Message 
Contents 
32 bytes 

 

OMCI 
Trailer 
8 bytes 

 

 
Figure 12 OMCI Message Format 
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Field Name Functionality 
GEM header Provide necessary information of the following payload in the 

GEM section 
Transaction  

correlation identifier 
Associate a request message with its response message 

Bit 8(DB): reserved, set to 0 
Bit 7(AR): to state if the message needs an acknowledgement 
Bit 6(AK): to indicate if the message is an acknowledgement 

Message Type 

Bit 5-1(MT): to indicate message type 
Device Identifier Set to 0x0A 

Message Identifier Indicate which managed entity is the target of the action specified 
in the message type. 

Message Content Different message content will be included according to the 
management entities. 

OMCI trailer Specific values are set in this area. 
Table 9 OMCI message fields
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Chapter 4 
 
Management System Implementation 
4.1 Original GPON management system in lab 

4.1.1 System structure 

A Client - Server structure is implemented in the original GPON management system in the lab 
environment. Socket communication is used to implement data exchange between the OLT PON 
card and a user workstation.  
 

 
Figure 13 GPON System Structure in Lab 

 
In Figure 13 above, on the client side, a user can run a process “ops” in any Linux workstation to 
send the configuration and management messages to the OLT PON card. When “ops” process 
starts, a user can type in different commands for system start-up, OLT/ONT configuration, data 
transmission parameter modification, QoS setup and system statistics. The communication is 
based on UDP over the local network, and the program has the acknowledge strategy to make 
sure every packet is sent and received.  
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• Client Side 
 
OPS application: on the user side, the OPS application is used for sending the commands with 
parameters. Two major package formats can be described as follows: 
 
 
For the commands without parameters: 
 

‘S’ 0xff Command String 
Figure 14 Command without parameter 

 
 
For the commands with parameters: 
 

‘M’ Integer Command String Parameters 
Figure 15 Command without parameter 

 
• Server Side 
 
On the server side, when the OLT PON card is starting, a customized Linux kernel gets running at 
the same time on the card, and an OLT MAC driver (mac_dd.o) will be added to the Linux kernel 
for data communication between software application and hardware. Another application called 
olt_alarm will run as soon as the OLT_MAC driver gets ready. It’s a socket server which is based 
on UDP and uses port 7777 for handling incoming command messages from the client sides. 
After receiving the commands, the olt_alarm will read or write corresponding parameters in the 
PLOAM queue and lookup table through the OLT MAC driver according to different user 
requirements. 
 
Olt_alarm: olt_alarm acts as an UDP socket server for data exchange between ops application on 
the client side and the OLT MAC driver application in order to read/write corresponding registers. 
The FPGA designed OLT MAC module will read and write these registers at real time so that the 
client’s commands will take effect.  
 
Driver: the driver application is mainly used for read/write registers according to the upper layer 
commands and parameters. The registers include PLOAM, lookup table and other related 
configuration profiles. More configuration and management profile registers will be implemented 
in the next phase of development, including OMCI queue and MIB. 
 
PLOAM queue: PLOAM queue is used for PLOAM messages’ storage. After getting the related 
command from the user side, PLOAM queue will then insert a record. When there is a 
downstream frame to be sent, OLT_MAC will fetch a record from the PLOAM queue and 
encapsulate it to this downstream frame. 
 
Lookup Table: the lookup table states the relation between destination MAC address and OLT 
Port-ID. For every newly arrived Ethernet packet, OLT_MAC will decide which port to send after 
checking the lookup table by the given destination MAC address. 
 
OLT_MAC: 
OLT_MAC takes responsibility for the main functions of the OLT:  
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GPON Encapsulation Method (GEM) mode supporting: GEM mode is used for 
transmitting the user data traffic in GPON section, however only Ethernet traffic is 
currently supported.  
 
GTC layer functions: OLT MAC supports all GTC layer functions including user plane 
and control plane. In the user plane, frame pack, unpack and integration check are 
executed. In the control plane, OAM functionalities will be implemented such as OMCI, 
PLOAM and Embedded OAM.     

  
Ranging and activation process: OLT_MAC is used for ONU management, which can 
be summarized as ONU registration, ONU ranging and activation. An ONU information 
database is integrated with ONU-IDs, serial numbers and bandwidth allocation policies. 
 
Bandwidth allocation: For upstream traffic, bandwidth allocation is necessary since all 
ONUs share the one frame to transmit the data to the OLT at a time. The OLT MAC has 
responsibility to allocate the bandwidth to all ONUs in order to meet all service 
requirements in the GPON section. Static bandwidth allocation and dynamic bandwidth 
allocation are alternative methods.  
 
Forward Error Correction (FEC): FEC is realized in the OLT MAC to reduce the error 
rate in data transmission in the GPON section. 

 
ONT Management and Control Interface (OMCI): OMCI functions will be supported 
by OLT MAC in order to manage ONTs in a system level. 

 

4.1.2 System functionalities 

 
 System initialization 

Prior to operating the OLT System, initialization and configuration stages are required. The 
following steps need to be excused in order to make OLT run properly: 

soft_init dev_init link_init add_ont 

 
Figure 16 System Initialization Procedure 

 
soft_init: when the PON card starts, in order to get the software ready, a software 
initialization is needed by the command soft_int. This will allocate the memory resources and 
initialize the internal data structures and values.  
dev_init: device initialization for system related registers and hardware reset. 
link_init: to initialize the link related registers to their default values. 
add_ont: manual registration and activation of ONUs with specific ONU-ID and serial 
number. 

 
 OLT/ONU configuration 

OLT/ONU configuration includes adding and removing ONU, Alloc-ID and GEM Port-ID 
configuration, management of user/service network interfaces, OLT lookup table 
configuration and bandwidth allocation setting on Static bandwidth allocation mode. 
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 OLT MAC counter 
A user can send a “count” command to get counter information of the OLT MAC which 
includes system interface, GEM frames, GTC frames and Link statistics. When OLT MAC 
receives the “count” command and sends the counter information back, it will clear all 
counters to zero. 

 

4.2 New management system implementation  

When a user executes the “ops” process to send the command, there are lots of commands needed 
to be remembered corresponding to the different operations. To overcome this situation, a GPON 
management GUI is implemented to make operation easier. At the same time, statistic functions 
are also integrated into the GUI application. The GUI is developed in Java which means it can run 
on both Windows and Linux workstations with a Java environment installed. 
 

4.2.1 System design methodology 

 Easy to use: 
For the client, the principle of the design is “user friendly”. The tools should be used by people 
with different technical backgrounds. The following design implementations come from the easy-
use methodology: 
 

Nothing needs to be remembered: 
 A command tree is provided when a user want to send the command to the PON card so 
 that no command needs to be remembered when the tool is running.  
 

Assist information all the time: 
Assist information is implemented for helping users manipulate the tool easily. It includes 
command tips and parameter reminder. A container called “commands hints” shows 
related information. 
 
For the command tips, when any command branch gets focus, a related hint will appear in 
“command hints” container to state what functionality the command can achieve. The 
parameter reminder functions in the same manner as command tips.  When a parameter 
input area gets focus, the container will show the information to say what kind of 
parameters a user should input.   
 
Clear and free choice real time statistic graphics: 

 Graphic statistics is designed for giving users a clear traffic information report in real 
 time. There are also several options for the users to monitor the system information at 
 different levels including system interface level, GTC and GEM level. A user can check 
 the information for a specific ONU on a specific interface. 
 

 Easy to develop: 
Nowadays, lots of present resources and tools can be used to make software development easier. 
In this case, Eclipse Visual Editor and JFreechart are used for application development.  
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Eclipse Visual Editor is an Eclipse plug-in to achieve more convenient and intelligent 
development on graphic user interfaces. It is an open development platform supplying 
frameworks for creating GUI builders, and exemplary, extensible tool implementations for 
Swing/JFC and SWT/RCP. Figure 15 below is the Eclipse IDE after Visual Editor is 
integrated.  From the right side, a developer can drag the GUI components into the 
development area instead of writing the codes to implement the frame modules. Specific 
properties for the component need to be set by modifying the source code or component 
property box in Eclipse Visual Editor. 

 

 
Figure 17 GUI Development Environment 

 
JFreechart is a free Java chart library that makes it easy for developers to display 
professional quality charts. It supports lots of chart styles including real time dynamic 
chart which is used in this GUI designation.  

 
By using these plug-in and user libraries, application development gets easier and the work time 
is reduced visibly. Sufficient API documents or user guides are provided by the owners of these 
plug-in and user libraries to help developers get to use these tools and libraries quickly. 
 

 Easy to maintain: 
Maintaining work is even more complicated and important than first phase application 
development. For this management system, subsequent development and modification are 
considered at the system design phase with the following aspects: 
 

Module design: Five modules are implemented to meet the requirement for the system 
management. They are user interface module, socket module, data storage module, 
dynamic graphic chart module and a thread module for getting the statistics data from 
OLT PON card periodically. Each module has an independent function which makes 
further development easier since the developer doesn’t need to browse all the codes for a 
minor modification. The structured design makes the whole application simple and easy 
for further development.    
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Statistics data storage: To store statistic data, Java ArrayList is used for placing data in 
the memory. It is easy for the further development to write the vector data into file with 
plain text format or xml format. Timestamps are already implemented for all the statistic 
data for the future use.    

 

4.2.2 System Structure and Modules 

 
Figure 18 GUI Management Application Structure 

 
Five modules have been implemented to achieve the requirement for the system management: 
 
User Interface Module  
It is implemented for system user interaction, in which five major frames have been developed for 
system start-up, major manipulations, system interface statistics, GEM frame statistics and GTC 
frame and Link statistics. 
     

 System Statistics 
A JCheckBox Group is used by the user to select different kinds of system statistics. 
  

 Command Tree 
A JTree is used for creating the management command tree, in which five major 
management groups are included: 
 
Protocol Stack Management 
: to implement software initialization or termination on the OLT PON card. This is the 
first step for starting up the OLT PON card. 
 

Command Name Functionality 
soft_init To start the OLT software application 
soft_term To terminate the OLT software application 
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Table 10 Protocol Stack Management Commands 
 

Device Management: to realize device initialization for system related registers and 
hardware reset. 
 

Command Name Functionality 
dev_init To initialize the OLT MAC hardware and set 

up the registers as default values 
Table 11 Device Management Commands 

 
ONT Management: ONT management includes not only adding/removing/checking 
ONT information and lookup table details but also for checking OLT MAC counters 
information. 
 

Command Name Functionality 
show_ont To Get ONT information including serial 

number, alloc-id and port-id 
add_ont To register and activate a ONT with specific 

ONU-ID and serial number  
remove_ont To remove a registered ONT 

add_sn To add a serial number 
remove_sn To delete a serial number 
config_lut To add a lookup table record by using port-id 

and destination MAC address 
del_lut To delete a lookup table record 

reset_lut To reset lookup table 
show_lut To show the lookup table information 

count To get OLT MAC counter information 
Table 12 ONT Management Commands 

 
GPON Link Management: to manage and monitor link status between OLT and ONTs. 
 

Command Name Functionality 
config_param To configure parameters related with 

GPON protocol and PON link 
get_protocol_config To get current GPON protocol 

configuration parameters 
link_init To Initialize the link status 
link_act To activate the link, initialize the 

upstream BW map and OTRx. 
link_deact To deactivate the link as well as 

upstream BW map and OTRx. 
stop_act To stop auto detection/registration 

process for new ONTs. 
Table 13 GPON Link Management Commands 
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Alloc/Port-ID Management: Alloc-ID and Port-ID management are included; four 
different Alloc_ID types are available. 
 

Command Name Functionality 
asn_alloc_t1 To assign type 1 alloc-id to the ONT 
asn_alloc_t2 To assign type 2 alloc-id to the ONT 
asn_alloc_t3 To assign type 3 alloc-id to the ONT 
asn_alloc_t4 To assign type 4 alloc-id to the ONT 
free_alloc_id To remove all assigned alloc-id for 

specific ONT 
asn_omci_port_id To assign OMCI port-id to the ONT 
asn_uni_port_id To assign unicast port-id to the ONT 

free_port_id To remove all assigned port-id for 
specific ONT 

Table 14 Alloc/Port-ID Management Commands 
 

 Parameter Container  
 
When the specific command gets focus, the corresponding parameter group will appear so 
that the user can input parameters. Data check is implemented for the parameters: 
 

Parameter Name Checking Conditions 
ONUID 1<=ONUID<256 
Alloc-ID 1<=Alloc-ID<4096 
Port_ID 1<= Port_ID <4096 

SN(Serial Number) SN.length()=8 
DMAC(Destination MAC Address) DMAC. length()=12 

Table 15 Parameter Verification Rules 
 

 Command Hints: 
A JTextArea is used to show the command hints to the users. A relative command tip 
will show up when a command branch or parameter input field gets focus. 
 

 Response Container 
When a response comes back from the server, the socket module will write it to the 
JTextPane with Document format in a real time. A reset button is available for setting 
the Document to empty. The response container will be cleared at the same time.  

 
Socket Module  
Two methods are implemented to send/receive the data to/from the OLT PON card: SocketSnd 
and SocketRev, a try-catch structure is implemented to handle abnormal situations. 
  
SocketSnd is used for sending the data to the PON card according to the input IP address with 
port number 7777. 
 
public static void SocketSnd(String mydata, DatagramSocket socket, 
String IPaddress){ 
 
// transform String IPaddress to inetaddress format 
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// create DatagramPacket with mydata, destination IP address 
and port number 

// send the DatagramPacket by socket.send() 
 
} 
 
SocketRev will be called for awaiting the response from the PON card and redirecting the 
response message to User Interface Module or Statistics Getting Module. The timeout for waiting 
for a response is 1 second.  
 
public static String[] SocketRev(DatagramSocket socket){ 
 
// create DatagramPacket to contain the incoming packet 
// socket.receive() to get the packet into DatagramPacket 
// transform the DatagramPacket to String[]ServRES; 
//  return ServRES 
 
} 
 
Statistics Getting Module 
This module is a Java thread for retrieving the statistics from the PON card every second and 
storing the related information in the memory with ArrayList format. When the GUI starts up, 
this module will run automatically, and error handle method is implemented by a try-catch 
structure. If there is an error when the module tries to get a response, zero values will be written 
into the Data Storage Module as the current record. 
  
public class GetStatistics extends Thread { 
 public void run() { 

 // create DatagramPacket to contain statistics response 
// send the command “S1count” by socket.send() to clear 
the OLTMAC counter and ignore the response 
// send the command “S1count” every second and get 
response 
// save the response into Data Storage Module by 
ArrayList.add() 

} 
} 
In the main program of the GUI, GetStatistics.start() will be invoked to start the 
thread. 
 
Data Storage Module 
For the statistics data storage, file format storage is not used for the first version since only ten 
minutes statistics could be recorded. This means that for each statistic type, 600 records will be 
stored. If a new record comes in when the number of records has reached 600, the oldest record 
will be deleted in order to make sure that no memory overflow will happen. A timestamp is 
implemented for storing the receiving time for each statistic record. 
 
public class myData { 
 
// declare all ArryList for statistics records 
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// calculate the latest 1 minute and 10 minutes statistics 
information 
// implement three method for updating the statictics 
information on the GUI as well as in the Memory 
 
public static void SetSysIFVaule(){}// for system interface 
statistics update 
public static void SetGEMVaule(){} // for GEM statistics update 
public static void SetGTCVaule(){} // for GTC statistics update 
 
} 
 
Dynamic Graphic Chart Module 
This module consists of three Java JPanels which take responsibility for creating dynamic 
graphic charts according to stored data in the memory. The graphic charts will be updated every 
second as soon as threads get the data from memory. The time intervals are controlled by Java 
Timer. The construct function can be described as follows: 
 
public JFreeChartExample(int historyCount) { 

// create time series for all the statistic attributes  
// set the attribute limitation, application will 

automatically discard data more than 'historyCount' 
// create new dataset, add all time series in it 
// set chart property tree 
// create chart by dataset and property tree 
// add the chart to the Panel 
// data generator timer setup 
 
// different functions corresponding to time series which 
are invoked by data generator timer and can generate new 
time series point in a real time in the dynamic graphic 
chart. 

} 
 
After the JFreeChart Panel has been created, data generator timer will be setup by an input 
parameter to determine the dynamic graphic upgrade interval:   
panel.new DataGenerator(1000).start(); 
The code above means that a new timer is created every 1000 milliseconds.  
 
Three JFreeChartPanels are created according to three kinds of statistics: system interface, GEM 
traffic and GTC and Link traffic statistics.  
 

4.2.3 User Interaction and Graphic Design 

Eclipse Visual Editor is used for user interaction and graphic design, which contain 5 major 
frames for users to carry out the system management and monitor functions: 
 
Startup Frame: 
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Here is the startup window of the GUI in which a user can input the PON card IP address. An IP 
address correct format check is contained in this frame. 
 

 
Figure 19 Startup Frame 

 
Main Frame: 
A main Frame will show up as follows, after a user inputs a correct IP address and presses the 
‘OK’ button:  
 

 
Figure 20 Main Frame 

 
The main functionalities are implemented in the main frame as follows:  
 

 System Statistics: a user can select the checkboxes here to open the specific system 
graphic statistics information. Three kinds of real-time statistics are possible to see: 
system interface, GEM frame and GTC frame and Link. Latest 1 second, 1 minute and 10 
minutes traffic data information can be found besides the graphic statistics. For displaying 
each statistic record, a filter is implemented by acting on the checkbox. 
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Figure 21 System Statistics Area 

 
 Command Tree: a user can explore the command tree to select different commands to 

send. Five command groups are available in the command tree as shown below: Protocol 
Stack Management, Device Management, ONT Management, GPON Link Management 
and Alloc/Port-ID Management. 

  

 
Figure 22 Command Tree 

 
 Parameter Container: corresponding to the selected commands, different parameter input 

areas will be enabled and basic input verrify methods are also available. The following 
parameter group shows up when a user clicks “add_ont” on the command tree. ‘ONU-ID’ 
and ‘Serial Number’ are necessary parameters for the command. 

 

 
Figure 23 Parameter Container 

 
 Command Hints: A short description will appear in the Command Hint Area when the 

input area gets focused or if the user selects a command. And this helps the user to know 
which function the selected command can achieve or what kind of value should be filled 
in the parameter area. The command hint below shows when a user moves the mouse on 
the ONT-ID parameter input area. 
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Figure 24 Command Hints 

 
　 Response Container: after sending a command, the response information will be displayed 

in this area. A ‘Reset’ button is available to clear the Response Container buffer. The 
following response corresponds to the “show_ont” command. 

 
Figure 25 Response Container 

 
Real-time System Statistic Frames: 
Real-time system statistic functionality is another important component other than sending 
commands to the PON card. It can show the system data traffic in real time so that the user can 
clearly know the system usage and traffic situation. Three kinds of statistics are supported in the 
current version: System Interface statistics, GEM frame statistics, GTC frame and Link statistics.  
 

 
Figure 26 System Statistics for System Interface 
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Figure 27 System Statistics for GTC layer 

 

 
 

Figure 28 System Statistics for GEM frame 
 

4.3 Performance Evaluation for Future System Management  

In the next phase of 10G-GPON system prototype, Xlinx MicroBlaze soft processor might be 
used for OLT_MAC, which holds the major OLT functions including the high speed downstream 
and upstream transmissions, ONT ranging and activation procedure, bandwidth allocation work, 
frame checking and system management functions. 
 
As a part of MicroBlaze soft processor performance evaluation, the memory read/write 
performance measurement is to evaluate the embedded system ability to read from and write to 
system memories. This measurement result can be used to analyse the way to allocate all kinds of 
system related registers in different kinds of memories. This is because several registers need to 
be defined to save the OLT_MAC related values such as lookup table, PLOAM queue and OMCI 
queue. 
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4.3.1 Xilinx MicroBlaze introduction 

MicroBlaze soft processor is a 32-bit Harvard RISC architecture optimized for Xilinx FPGA 
families. The basic MicroBlaze architecture consists of 32 general-purpose registers, an 
Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), a shift unit, and two levels of interrupt. This basic design can be 
configured with advanced features such as: barrel shifter, memory management/memory 
protection unit, floating-point unit (FPU), caches, exception handling, and debug logic. This 
flexibility allows you to balance the required performance with logic area cost [7]. 
 
Development Environment 
ISE and EDK are used as integrated development environments of Xilinx FPGAs. ISE takes 
responsibility for logic design, since it integrates tools and wizards to make I/O assignment, 
power analysis, timing-driven design closure, and HDL simulation [9]. EDK can be used for 
embedded design because it includes the Platform Studio tool suite as well as all the 
documentations and IP that you require for designing Xilinx Platform FPGAs with embedded 
MicroBlaze soft processor cores [10].  
 

4.3.2 Memory Read/Write measurement 

• Measurement Methods: 
Two functions are used for memory performance measurement: timer and R/W actions. Different 
cases can be defined with various R/W memory block lengths. 
 
XPS_TIMER: is a 32-bit timer module that attaches to the PLB bus. It can be set up during the 
EDK project creation procedure by adding a new Peripheral. The following codes are used for 
operating the XPS_TIMER: 
 
// Declare a new xps_timer named memory_test_timer 
XTmrCtr memory_test_timer; 
 
// initialize memory_test_timer 
XTmrCtr_Initialize(&memory_test_timer, 
XPAR_XPS_TIMER_1_DEVICE_ID);  
 
// reset memory_test_timer to the default value, 0 
XTmrCtr_Reset(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
 
// save the timer start value to ‘start’ and start the timer 
start = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
XTmrCtr_Start(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0);  
 
// Memory R/W actions 
 
// stop the timer and save the current timer value to ‘end’  
XTmrCtr_Stop(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
end = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
 
// print time consumption = end - start 
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xil_printf("BRAM R/W Timer Start value = %d   Timer end value = 
%d \n\r",       start, end); 

 
 
R/W operations: R/W operations in memory can be performed as getting or setting the values at 
specific memory addresses as follows:  
 
// length of memory block = 4,8,16,32,64,128 
u32 Words = (u32) 128; 
 
// address for BRAM instance -- dlmb_cntrl 
u32 *Addr_BRAM = (Xuint32*) 0x00000000; 
 
// address for SRAM instance -- SRAM 
u32 *Addr_SRAM = (Xuint32*) 0x8a400000;    
 
// address for DDR2_SDRAM instance -- C_SDMA_CTRL_BASEADDR    
u32 *Addr_DDR2_SDRAM = (Xuint32*) 0x84600000; 
 
 
for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
      /* write memory location */  

Addr_BRAM[i] = Val;  
Val++; 

} 
 
for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
 /* read memory location */ 
 Val = Addr_BRAM[i]; 
} 
 
 
• Result and analysis 
 
The following tables state that the time consumption of read and write actions with different block 
lengths on various memory types. The program runs on a standalone mode (without OS) and each 
block length contains 4 bytes: 
 

Memory Write Time Consumption (clock cycle) 
125MHz Processor-Bus Clock Frequency 

Block Length BRAM SRAM DDR2_SDRAM 
4(16 bytes) 179 207 231 
8(32 bytes) 291 347 395 
16(64 bytes) 515 627 723 
32(128 bytes) 963 1187 1347 
64 (256 bytes) 1859 2307 2627 
128 (512 bytes) 3651 4547 5187 

256 (1024 bytes) 7235 9027 10307 
512 (2048 bytes) 14403 17987 20547 

Table 16 Memory Write Time Consumption 
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Memory Read Time Consumption (clock cycle) 

125MHz Processor-Bus Clock Frequency 
Block Length BRAM SRAM DDR2_SDRAM 
4(16 bytes) 155 231 211 
8(32 bytes) 243 395 355 
16(64 bytes) 419 723 643 
32(128 bytes) 771 1379 1187 
64 (256 bytes) 1475 2691 2307 
128 (512 bytes) 2883 5315 4547 

256 (1024 bytes) 5699 10563 9027 
512 (2048 bytes) 11331 21059 17987 

Table 17 Memory Read Time Consumption 
 
Typically, the clock cycle cost of a program can be divided into three parts: 
 

 Prolog stands for the pre-processing of the program. It contains stack frame allocation, 
register preparation, frame pointer setting and space allocation for variables. 

 
 Kernel Execution can be divided as pipeline introduction and processing procedure in 

the processor.  
 

 Epilog works for program termination after its execution. It has the functions to restore 
the frame pointer and registers, release the stacks and return to the calling function. 

 
Total Consumption = Prolog Cost + Kernel Execution Cost + Epilog Cost 
 
From the test result we can find that the value of “Prolog Cost + Epilog Cost” always equals 67 
clock cycles during the memory performance test with different block lengths on various memory 
types, whereas the  “Kernel Execution Cost” will change according to the memory types and 
block length.  
 
We can calculate the bandwidths for each type of memory with different bandwidths: 
 
Bandwidth = BlockLength * 4 * 8 * Processor-Bus Clock Frequency / Time Consumption 
 
According to the formula above, memory operation bandwidth can be calculated as follows: 
 

Memory Write Bandwidth (Mbps) 
125MHz Processor-Bus Clock Frequency 

Block Length BRAM SRAM DDR2_SDRAM 
4(16 bytes) 89,3854 77,2946 69,2640 
8(32 bytes) 109,9656 92,2190 81,0126 
16(64 bytes) 124,2718 102,0734 88,5200 
32(128 bytes) 132,917 107,8349 95,0259 
64 (256 bytes) 137,708 110,9666 97,4495 
128 (512 bytes) 140,2355 112,6017 98,70831 

256 (1024 bytes) 141,5342 113,4375 99,3499 
512 (2048 bytes) 142,1925 113,86 99,6739 

Table 18 Memory Write Bandwidth Performance 
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Figure 29 Memory Write Bandwidth Performance 

 
Memory Read Bandwidth (Mbps) 

125MHz Processor-Bus Clock Frequency 
Block Length BRAM SRAM DDR2_SDRAM 
4(16 bytes) 103,2258 69,2640 75,8293 
8(32 bytes) 131,6872 81,0126 90,1408 
16(64 bytes) 152,7446 88,5201 99,5334 
32(128 bytes) 166,0182 92,8208 107,8349 
64 (256 bytes) 173,5593 95,1319 110,9666 
128 (512 bytes) 177,5928 96,3311 112,6017 

256 (1024 bytes) 179,6806 96,9421 113,4375 
512 (2048 bytes) 180,7431 97,2505 113,86 

Table 19 Memory Read Bandwidth Performance 
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Figure 30 Memory read Bandwidth Performance 

 
From the statistics we can draw the following conclusions: 

 BRAM is the fastest memory either for memory write or memory read.  
 For memory write, BRAM is a little faster than the other two kinds of memories. 

However, for read, BRAM is much faster. 
 SRAM is faster than DDR2_SDRAM for memory write. 
 DDR2_SDRAM is faster than SRAM for memory read. 
 The longer the block length is, higher the bandwidth will be achieved. 

 
With the 125MHz Processor-Bus Clock Frequency and 64bit data bus [12], BRAM can get 8Gbps 
data transmission. From the Xilinx5 memory solution [11], we know that SRAM can reach 
1.2Gbps while DDR2 SDRAM can achieve 667Mbps. The results of performance test are quite 
different from the theoretical values above. The optimisation work is needed to improve the 
performance.      

4.3.3 Possible Registers Allocation Solution Discussion 

In GPON system, the frame length is 125 us, so that 8000 upstream frames and 8000 downstream 
frames are exchanged between the OLT and ONUs per second. Various registers are used for data 
interaction between software and hardware in GPON system. Following registers are needed 
according to the system requirement: lookup table, PLOAM queue and OMCI queue.  
 
Lookup table: in the future prototype and live system, the lookup table might contain maximum 
4096 records, while each of them is 8 bytes. For every downstream frame, the lookup table should 
be searched so that OLT can find the proper Port-ID according to the destination MAC address. 
During each frame’s transmission, a binary search will be executed to find the Port-ID. Average 
96 bytes should be read to find the proper result. 
 
Ethernet frame length can be calculated as follows [13]:  
Length of Ethernet frame = Preamble + Delimiter + DMAC + SMAC + Payload 
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In the worst case, the length of each frame is 84 bytes. For 10G downstream Ethernet traffic, 
around 15000000 frames are needed to be transmitted per second.  
 
The bandwidth requirement = 96 bytes/frame x 15000000 frames/second = 11.52Gbps 
 
The bandwidth requirement is so huge for the lookup table, the algorithm should be developed in 
Hardware instead of pure software implementation. 
 
PLOAM queue: the size of PLOAM is not large since every downstream frame will carry a 
PLOAM message if the queue is not empty. But the read frequency will be very high because the 
queue will be read every 125 us. The write frequency might be high as well if DBA is 
implemented, since for every DBA report from ONT side, OLT will calculate US BW Map and 
put it into the PLOAM queue. The unit length is 13 bytes.  
 
The bandwidth requirement = 16000 x unit length = 1.664 Mbps 
 
 
OMCI queue: in the future design, OMCI messages will not be transmitted as frequently since 
the OMCI message is a system-level message which takes response for system configuration, 
monitoring and security function. But read action is quite common because for every downstream 
frame, OLT_MAC will read OMCI queue to see if there is any OMCI waiting to be transmitted. 
The unit length is 48 bytes.  
 
The bandwidth requirement = 16000 x unit length = 6.144 Mbps. 
 
The follow solution can be one of the possible allocation plans for memory: 
 

Register Size Frequency/W Frequency/R Bandwidth 
requirement 

Memory 

Lookup table medium Medium High 11.52Gbps Hardware 
PLOAM queue small High High 1.664 Mbps BRAM 
OMCI queue small Low High 6.144 Mbps BRAM 

Table 20 Register Allocation Suggestion 
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Chapter 5 
 
Conclusions and Future Work  
 
 
Thesis conclusion and set objectives on the future work in this area. 

5.1 Conclusions 

Management mechanism is a very important component of the GPON system. It contains 
Embedded OAM, PLOAM and OMCI which run in an automatic manner in the control plane. 
However, some manual setup is needed for the system parameter initialization and modification 
to make the system work correctly. The GUI management application is implemented for this 
function. A user can easily operate the GUI application to send commands to the GPON system 
instead of typing complex commands and parameters. Furthermore, the graphic statistics function 
of GUI makes it convenient to monitor the system in real time. 
 
In the ‘user’ aspect, the GUI is designed with a good human computer interaction manner because 
sufficient help information and hints are provided in the application to make the GPON user 
friendly. In the ‘developer’ aspect, the module design method makes the future development easy. 
The application maintains independence between modules. 
 
The performance measurement of Microblaze soft processor provides statistics and analysis for 
different memories with read/write actions. It gives one clue for allocating different registers. The 
balance between the operation speed and the needed memory size is the fundamental principle of 
the register allocation.   

5.2 Future work 

Possible future work in the next phase of this project can include: 
 

• GUI development: because OMCI will be integrated into the GPON system, 
correspondingly management functions should be added to the GUI 

• Microblaze implementation: OLT_MAC will run based on Microblaze soft processor 
in the next phase of this project. Measurement and design work should be a part of it. 

 

5.2.1 GUI management system future development 

More components should be used to enhance the system management ability. The principles 
include: 
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 To simplify the user side application and move the data storage to the server 
side by implementing MIB.  

 To make the management more powerful by adding the OMCI functions, as 
there are no OMCI related functions in the existing GPON system. 

 
 
Management Information Base (MIB) 
On the OLT and ONT side, MIB is the new component which stores system management 
information including:  
 

 System traffic information on different system interfaces 
 System alarm information on various levels 
 System configuration 
 Equipment information.  

 
The reason for using the MIB is to implement data storage on the server side so that management 
and statistic functions don’t rely on the user side application. In this way, a user can fully operate 
management and statistic functionalities anywhere. 
 
In the OMCI specification, MIB has been defined as storing the system managed entities’ 
information. However, MIB should contain more information since real-time system monitor is 
very important for the system management. The content of the MIB can be tailored with the 
customer requirements.   
 
ONT Management and Control Interface (OMCI) 
OMCI can be implemented to enhance the GPON system management on the system level. It can 
help configuration management, fault management, performance management and security 
management. Each kind of management function is implemented by a pair of managed entities 
including the master entity on the OLT side and slave entity on the ONT side. There is a specific 
channel for transmitting the OMCI message between the OLT and ONT. The OMCI message is 
encapsulated in a GEM frame.  
 
According to the principle above, two kinds of further management implementation ways can be 
followed. The difference between these two trends is the data communication mechanism 
between user side application and OLT side application.  
 

 Socket communication:  
One of the above two trends is the socket communication. This is still used for command message 
sending/receiving and statistics data retrieving. On the server side, MIB is used to store the 
configuration and management information, as well as statistics data. On the client side, the 
application is simplified with the removal of the data storage module. No data will be stored at the 
client’s side because MIB in the OLT will take responsibility for it.  
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Figure 31Future System Design (with olt_alarm) 

 
 Web service communication: 

The other trend is to use http service instead of socket communication so that a user can use a web 
browser for the system configuration, management and statistics functions. The advantage for this 
solution is that the user can operate the GPON system at any workstation without installing any 
extra applications or programs. The shortfall is that the workload on the server side will be 
increased a little bit more, since the web server application should run on the server side to handle 
the http communications.    
  

 
Figure 32 Future System Design (with web server) 

 

5.2.2 Management system on Microblaze 

GPON management system will be implemented on the board with Microblaze soft processor in 
next phase of research and development. According to the future development discussion in the 
previous chapter, either webserver application or new version olt_alarm will be implemented on 
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the Microblaze board to achieve the management functions. Data communication mechanism will 
implemented based on lwIP, a lightweight TCP/IP stack open source library. Configuration 
information and statistics can be saved in registers and file system according to the different 
requirements.    
 
The management application can be built with or without an operation system. It depends on 
more analysis in different cases. More measurement work for the Microblaze board is needed. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 
 
Most of the reoccurring abbreviations and symbols are described here. 
 
 
 
Abbreviations 
 
ANI  Access Node Interface 
ATCA  Advanced Telecommunication Computing Architecture 
ATM  Asynchronous Transfer Mode
DBA   Dynamic Bandwidth Assignment  
FEC   Forward Error Correction 
FTTH   Fibre to the Home  
GEM   G-PON Encapsulation Method 
G-PON  Gigabit Passive Optical Network 
GTC   G-PON Transmission Convergence 
GUI  Graphic User Interface 
MAC   Media Access Control  
ME   Managed Entity 
MIB   Management Information Base  
MT   Message Type 
NT  Network Terminal 
ODN   Optical Distribution Network 
OLT   Optical Line Terminal 
OMCC  ONT Management and Control Channel 
OMCI   ONT Management and Control Interface 
ONT   Optical Network Terminal 
ONU   Optical Network Unit 
PLOAM  Physical Layer Operations, Administration and Maintenance 
PMD  Physical Media Dependent 
PON   Passive Optical Network 
SNI   Service Node Interface  
T-CONT  Transmission Container 
TDM  Time Division Multiplexing 
UNI   User Network Interface  
 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asynchronous_Transfer_Mode
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Appendix B 
 
Application codes description 
 

Statistics Getting Module 
 

GetStatistics.java 

User Interface Module 
 

OpsGUI.java 
MainMenu.java 
StatisticsGEM.java 
StatisticsGTC.java 
StatisticsSysIF.java 

Data Storage Module myData.java 
Socket Module ESocket.java 

Dynamic Graphic Chart Module 
 

JFreeChartGEM.java: 
JFreeChartGTC.java: 
JFreeChartSysIF.java: 

Table 21 Java Codes Description 
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Appendix C 
 
Socket Interfaces 
 
Client Request: 
Command Name Message Format 

soft_init ‘M’+ Integer + ‘soft_init’ + MaxONTNumber + MaxAllocID + MaxPortID 
soft_term ‘S’ + 0xff +‘ soft_term’ 
dev_init ‘S’ + 0xff +‘ dev_init’ 

show_ont ‘M’+ Integer + ‘show_ont’ + ONTID 
add_ont ‘M’+ Integer + ‘add_ont’ + ONTID + SerialNumber 

remove_ont ‘M’+ Integer + ‘remove_ont’ + ONTID 
add_sn ‘M’+ Integer + ‘add_sn’ + SerialNumber 

remove_sn ‘M’+ Integer + ‘remove_sn’ + SerialNumber 
config_lut ‘M’+ Integer + ‘config_lut’ + DMAC + PortID 

del_lut ‘M’+ Integer + ‘del_lut’ + DMAC 
reset_lut ‘S’ + 0xff +‘reset_lut’ 
show_lut ‘S’ + 0xff +‘show_lut’ 

count ‘S’ + 0xff +‘count’ 
config_param ‘M’+ Integer + ‘config_param’ + GuardBit + PreambleBit(T1) + 

PreambleBit(T2) + PreamblePatten(T3) + Delimiter + MaxSNResponse + 
PowerLevel + UBERInterval + DBERInterval + DBAMode 

get_protocol_config ‘S’ + 0xff +‘get_protocol_config’ 
link_init ‘S’ + 0xff +‘link_init’ 
link_act ‘S’ + 0xff +‘ link_act’ 

link_deact ‘S’ + 0xff +‘ link_deact’ 
stop_act ‘S’ + 0xff +‘ stop_act’ 

asn_alloc_t1 ‘M’+ Integer + ‘asn_alloc_t1’ + ONTID + ServiceInterval + 
AllocatedBandwidth + FEC  

asn_alloc_t2 ‘M’+ Integer + ‘asn_alloc_t2’ + ONTID + ServiceInterval + 
AllocatedBandwidth + FEC 

asn_alloc_t3 ‘M’+ Integer + ‘asn_alloc_t3’ + ONTID + ServiceInterval + 
AllocatedBandwidth + ServiceInterval(S) + AllocatedBandwidth(S) + FEC

asn_alloc_t4 ‘M’+ Integer + ‘asn_alloc_t4’ + ONTID + ServiceInterval(S) + 
AllocatedBandwidth(S) + FEC 

free_alloc_id ‘M’+ Integer + ‘free_alloc_id’ + ONTID 
asn_omci_port_id ‘M’+ Integer + ‘asn_omci_port_id’ + ONTID 
asn_uni_port_id ‘M’+ Integer + ‘asn_uni_port_id’ + ONTID 

free_port_id ‘M’+ Integer + ‘free_port_id’ + ONTID 
Table 22 Client Request Format 

 
Server Response: 
Server response is a message including the display format. Nothing more is needed but to print 
the message directly in the response container. 
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Appendix D 
 
Code for Memory Write and Read 
 
/* 
 * Xilinx EDK 9.2 EDK_Jm.16 
 * 
 * This file is a memory test application 
 * 
 * This application is intended to test the performance of  
 * memory read and write. Different cases can be defined  
 * with various R/W memory block lengths. 
 *  
 * [XPS_TIMER] is used for measuring the time 
 * [R/W] operations on memory can be performed as getting/setting  
 * the values from/to specific memory address 
 * 
 */ 
 
 
// Located in: microblaze_0/include/xparameters.h 
#include "xparameters.h" 
 
#include "stdio.h" 
 
#include "xuartns550_l.h" 
#include "xutil.h" 
 
#include "xtmrctr.h" 
#include "xenv.h" 
 
//==================================================== 
#define TIMER_COUNTER_0 0 
 
int main (void) { 
 
 Xuint32 start, end; 
 // Declare a new xps_timer named memory_test_timer 
 XTmrCtr memory_test_timer; 
   /* 
    * Enable and initialize cache 
    */ 
   #if XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_USE_ICACHE 
     microblaze_init_icache_range(0, 
XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_CACHE_BYTE_SIZE); 
       microblaze_enable_icache(); 
   #endif 
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   #if XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_USE_DCACHE 
       microblaze_init_dcache_range(0, 
XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_DCACHE_BYTE_SIZE); 
       microblaze_enable_dcache(); 
   #endif 
 
 
   /* Initialize RS232_Uart_1 - Set baudrate and number of stop 
bits */ 
   XUartNs550_SetBaud(XPAR_RS232_UART_1_BASEADDR, 
XPAR_XUARTNS550_CLOCK_HZ, 9600); 
   XUartNs550_mSetLineControlReg(XPAR_RS232_UART_1_BASEADDR, 
XUN_LCR_8_DATA_BITS); 
    
   print("\n-- [New Version Test: Memory R/W test] Entering main() 
--\r\n"); 
    
   // initialize memory_test_timer 
   XTmrCtr_Initialize(&memory_test_timer, 
XPAR_XPS_TIMER_1_DEVICE_ID); 
    
   // reset memory_test_timer to the default value, 0  
   XTmrCtr_Reset(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0);  
 
    
 /* Testing EMC Memory (SRAM)*/ 
   { 
  XStatus status; 
       
       u32 i,j; 
    u32 Words = (u32) 4;// length of memory block = 
4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512 
    u32 *Addr_BRAM = (Xuint32*) 0x00000000; // address for 
BRAM instance -- dlmb_cntrl 
    u32 *Addr_SRAM = (Xuint32*) 0x8a400000; // address for 
SRAM instance -- SRAM 
    u32 *Addr_DDR2_SDRAM = (Xuint32*) 0x84600000;// address 
for DDR2_SDRAM instance -- C_SDMA_CTRL_BASEADDR 
    //u8 *Addr_DDR2_SDRAM = (Xuint8*) 0x90000000; 
     u32 Val = XUT_MEMTEST_INIT_VALUE; 
     
  for (j=0L; j<8; j++){ 
     xil_printf(" ......................Words = 
[%d] .........................\n\r", Words); 
       
      // save the timer start value to ‘start’ and start 
the timer 
        XTmrCtr_Reset(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
        start = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, 
TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
     XTmrCtr_Start(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
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        for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
         /* write memory location */  
    Addr_BRAM[i] = Val;  
    Val++; 
   } 
    
   for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
    /* read memory location */ 
    Val = Addr_BRAM[i]; 
   } 
      
     // stop the timer and save the current timer value 
to ‘end’ 
     XTmrCtr_Stop(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
     end = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, 
TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
    
     xil_printf("BRAM R/W Timer Start value = %d   
Timer end value = %d \n\r", start, end); 
      
     // save the timer start value to ‘start’ and start 
the timer 
   XTmrCtr_Reset(&memory_test_timer,TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
   start = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, 
TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
     XTmrCtr_Start(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
       
      for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
         /* write memory location */  
    Addr_SRAM[i] = Val;  
    Val++; 
   } 
   
   for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
    /* read memory location */ 
    Val = Addr_SRAM[i]; 
   } 
      
     XTmrCtr_Stop(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
     end = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, 
TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
    
     xil_printf("SRAM R/W Timer Start value = %d   
Timer end value = %d \n\r", start, end); 
      
     // save the timer start value to ‘start’ and start 
the timer 
     XTmrCtr_Reset(&memory_test_timer,TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
   start = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, 
TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
     XTmrCtr_Start(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0);
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     for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
         /* write memory location */  
    Addr_DDR2_SDRAM[i] = Val; 
    Val++; 
   } 
   
   for (i = 0L; i < Words; i++) { 
    /* read memory location */ 
    Val = Addr_DDR2_SDRAM[i]; 
   } 
    
     XTmrCtr_Stop(&memory_test_timer, TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
     end = XTmrCtr_GetValue(&memory_test_timer, 
TIMER_COUNTER_0); 
    
     xil_printf("DDR2_SDRAM R/W Timer Start value = %d   
Timer end value = %d \n\r", start, end); 
     Words = Words * 2; // enlarge the block length 
}    
   } 
 
   #if XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_USE_DCACHE 
     microblaze_disable_dcache(); 
       microblaze_init_dcache_range(0, 
XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_DCACHE_BYTE_SIZE); 
   #endif 
 
   #if XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_USE_ICACHE 
       microblaze_disable_icache(); 
       microblaze_init_icache_range(0, 
XPAR_MICROBLAZE_0_CACHE_BYTE_SIZE); 
   #endif 
 
   "-- Exiting main() --\r\n"); print(
   return 0; 
} 
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